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The Visual Divide between Islam and the West Dec 27 2019 This book considers the ways in which Muslims view the way they are being viewed, not viewed, or
incorrectly viewed, by the West. The book underscores a certain “will-to-visibility” whereby Muslims/ Arabs wish just to be “seen” and to be marked as fellow
human beings. The author relates the failure to achieve this visibility to a state of desperation that inextricably and symmetrically ties visibility to violence.
When Syrian and Palestinian refugees recently started refusing to be photographed, they clearly ushered the eventual but inevitable collapse of the image and its
final futility. The photograph has been completely emptied of its last remaining possibility of signification. The book attempts to engage with questions about
the ways in which images are perceived within cross cultural contexts. Why and how do people from different cultural backgrounds view the same image in
opposing ways; why do cartoon, photographs, and videos become both the cause and target of bloody political violence – as witnessed recently by the deadly
attacks against Charlie Hebdo in France and in the swift military response by the US, Jordan, France, and others to videotaped violence by ISIS.
Kultur des Islam Oct 29 2022
Islam, Jews and the Temple Mount Jun 01 2020 This study presents the first comprehensive survey of the abundant early Islamic sources that recognize the
historical Jewish bond to the Temple Mount (Masjid al-Aqsa) and Jerusalem. Analyzing these sources in light of the views of contemporary Muslim religious
scholars, thinkers and writers, who – in the context of the Arab-Israeli conflict – deny any Jewish ties to the Temple Mount and promote the argument that no
Jewish Temple ever stood on the Temple Mount. The book describes how this process of denying Jewish ties to the site has become the cultural rationale for
UNESCO decisions in recent years regarding holy sites in Jerusalem, Bethlehem and Hebron, which use Muslim Arabic terminology and overlook the Jewish
(and Christian) history and sanctification of these sites. Denying the Jewish ties to the Temple Mount for political purposes inadvertently undermines the
legitimacy of Islam’s sanctification of Al-Aqsa and the Dome of the Rock as well as the credibility of the most important sources in Arabic, which constitute the
classics of Islam and provide the foundation for its culture and identity. Identifying and presenting the Jewish sources in the Bible, Babylonian Talmud and
exegesis on which these Islamic traditions are based, this volume is a key resource for readers interested in Islam, Judaism, religion and political science and
history in the Middle East.
Islam in Historical Perspective Jul 22 2019 Islam in Historical Perspective integrates history of Islamic societies with discussion of how Muslim scriptures,
laws, moral values and myths have shaped lives and thought of individual Muslims and various Muslim communities from the rise of Islam until today. It
provides carefully selected historical and scriptural evidence that enables readers to form a comprehensive balanced vision of Islam's evolution. Author
Alexander Knysh shows Muslims have made sense of their life experiences by constantly interpreting and re-interpreting Islam's foundational ideas in
accordance with ever-changing social and political conditions. In addition to the combined historical and chronological approach, the author offers in-depth
discussions of intellectual dialogues and struggles within Islamic tradition. He shows Islam to be a social and political force, while addressing Muslim
devotional practices, artistic creativity and structures of everyday life and provides a wealth of historical anecdotes and quotations from original sources that are
designed to illustrate principal points.
Muslim Worldviews and Everyday Lives Feb 27 2020 The book is critical to understanding Muslim worldviews today, providing an analysis of ethnocosmology, emic interpretation of sacred tradition, and crucial insight into modernity, folklore, geography, dreams, imagination, hybridity, and identity
transformation.
Nicholas of Cusa and Islam Sep 23 2019 To explore Christian-Muslim relations at the dawn of the modern age, this book examines Nicholas of Cusa’s seminal
works on the Qur’an and world religions. It also considers Muslim responses to Christianity and other Christian writings on Islam.
Theology and Creed in Sunni Islam Mar 10 2021 This book explores the correlation between anti-theological thought and the rise of Islamism in the twentieth
century by examining Egypt's Muslim Brotherhood and the leadership of Umar al-Tilmisani (d. 1986).
Islam as Political Religion Feb 21 2022 This comprehensive survey of contemporary Islam provides a philosophical and theological approach to the issues
faced by Muslims and the question of global secularisation. Engaging with critics of modern Islam, Shabbir Akhtar sets out an agenda of what his religion is and
could be as a political entity. Exploring the views and arguments of philosophical, religious and political thinkers, the author covers a raft of issues faced by
Muslims in an increasingly secular society. Chapters are devoted to the Qur’an and Islamic literature; the history of Islam; Sharia law; political Islam; Islamic
ethics; and political Islam’s evolving relationship with the West. Recommending changes which enable Muslims to move from their imperial past to a modest
role in the power structures of today’s society, Akhtar offers a detailed assessment of the limitations and possibilities of Islam in the modern world. Providing a
vision for an empowered yet rational Islam that distances itself from both Islamist factions and Western secularism, this book is an essential read for students
and scholars of Islamic studies, religion, philosophy and politics.
Okkulte Ökonomien im muslimischen Afrika Oct 05 2020 Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2007 im Fachbereich Ethnologie / Volkskunde, Universität Zürich,
Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: Inhaltsverzeichnis 2 Einleitung 3 1. Verbreitung des Islam 4 1.1 Vorislamische Praktiken 5 2. Vorstellungen zu Hexerei in
afrikansichen Gesellschaften 7 2.1 "soul-eating" bei den Hausa in Niger 8 2.2 Hexereivorstellung bei den Mayotte 9 2.3 Vergleich Mayotte-Hausa 10 3.
Geisterbesessenheit 11 3.1 Beziehung zwischen Wirt und Geist 13 3.2 Geisterbesessenheit und Islam 15 3.3 Beispiel: bori-Kult 16 3.3.1 Blitzeinschläge 18 3.3.2
Dodo-Geister 19 3.4 Zar-Kult 20 3.5 Vergleich bori- und zar-Kult 21 4. Konklusion 22 Literaturverzeichnis 24 Einleitung Vorstellungen zu Hexerei und
Geisterbesessenheit sind heute noch in vielen Gesellschaften verbreitet und sind durch den Einfluss der Weltreligionen in den jeweiligen Gebieten nicht
verschwunden, sondern haben sich laufend verändert und sich neu angepasst. Der Synkretismus, welcher zwischen einer dieser Weltreligionen, dem Islam, und
den verschiedenen afrikanischen Religionen stattgefunden hat, soll die Grundlage meiner Arbeit bilden, und ich möchte aufzeigen, dass dieser sehr
unterschiedlich verlaufen ist und man deshalb nicht von "dem Islam" in Afrika sprechen kann. Hexerei und Geisterbesessenheit können unter dem Begriff
okkulte Ökonomien zusammengefasst werden, welcher von John and Jean Comaroff (1999) geprägt wurde. Er verweist auf die Einsetzung von magischen,
okkulten Praktiken für materielle Zwecke. Es ist schwierig den Begriff inhaltlich zu definieren, da er je nach Kontext verschieden ist. Okkulte Ökonomien
beruhen auf einheimischen Vorstellungen und stellen eine Vermischung aus Tradition und neuen Einflüssen dar. Sie sind langlebig, aber verändern sich immer
wieder. Die sozialen, politischen, ökonomischen und rituellen Ungleichheiten, welche sich durch die unterschiedlichen Machtverhältnisse in den letzten
Jahrzehnten ereignet haben, habe dazu geführt, dass die okkulten Ökonomien nicht an Bedeutung
Pakistan - Social and Cultural Transformations in a Muslim Nation Sep 04 2020 This is the first English-language survey of Pakistan’s socio-economic
evolution. Mohammad Qadeer gives an essential overview of social and cultural transformation in Pakistan since independence, which is crucial to
understanding Pakistan’s likely future direction. Pakistan examines how tradition and family life continue to contribute long term stability, and explores the
areas where very rapid changes are taking place: large population increase, urbanization, economic development, and the nature of civil society and the state. It

offers an insightful view into Pakistan, exploring the wide range of ethnic groups, the countryside, religion and community, and popular culture and national
identity. It concludes by discussing the likely future social development in Pakistan, captivating students and academics interested in Pakistan and
multiculturalism. Qadeer’s impressive work is a comprehensive examination of social and cultural forces in Pakistani society, and is an important resource for
anyone wanting to understand contemporary Pakistan.
Islam Oct 25 2019
Postmodernism, Reason and Religion Aug 27 2022 This shrewd and penetrating book, written by one of the world's most respected social thinkers, delves to the
heart of the controversy between Islam and the West.
The Conflict Within Islam Jan 28 2020 This is not a book of history; it does not claim to cover every aspect of Islam religion. It confines itself to the search for
the true mission of Islam and how that mission has been hijacked in the struggle of faith and power. This is the story of contest between religion and politics
where politics was made a sacrament and religion abused. In describing this aspect, the historical part naturally cannot be ignored. This is not a book of religion
either. Since religionand politics overlap each other in this study, theology and jurisprudence have their interplay also. The conflict within Islam for the soul of
Islam continues. Will the struggle be resolved in the present and the foreseeable future? Or will it make life more difficult for the faithful? This book attempts to
find the answers.
The Sociology of Islam Nov 06 2020 The Sociology of Islam provides an accessible introduction to this emerging field of inquiry, teaching and debate. The
study is located at the crucial intersection between a variety of disciplines in the social sciences and the humanities. It discusses the long-term dynamics of Islam
as both a religion and as a social, political and cultural force. The volume focuses on ideas of knowledge, power and civility to provide students and readers with
analytic and critical thinking frameworks for understanding the complex social facets of Islamic traditions and institutions. The study of the sociology of Islam
improves the understanding of Islam as a diverse force that drives a variety of social and political arrangements. Delving into both conceptual questions and
historical interpretations, The Sociology of Islam is a transdisciplinary, comparative resource for students, scholars, and policy makers seeking to understand
Islam’s complex changes throughout history and its impact on the modern world.
Islam, Globalization, and Postmodernity Dec 19 2021 An insightful examination of how general global processes are affecting Muslims everywhere, and the
way in which these processes are moulded by particular local cultural, political, and economic configurations.
Conversion to Islam May 24 2022 Contains essays which span 13 centuries of Islam history. This volume discusses the distinctions between conversion
through military conquest and that through social and political action together with Islam's role and its encounter with other religions.
Sex statistics : extracted from the census registers of 1872 Aug 03 2020
Afghanistan's Islam Jan 20 2022 "This book provides the first ever overview of the history and development of Islam in Afghanistan. It covers every era from
the conversion of Afghanistan through the medieval and early modern periods to the present day. Based on primary sources in Arabic, Persian, Pashto, Urdu and
Uzbek, its depth and scope of coverage is unrivalled by any existing publication on Afghanistan. As well as state-sponsored religion, the chapters cover such
issues as the rise of Sufism, Sharia, women's religiosity, transnational Islamism and the Taliban. Islam has been one of the most influential social and political
forces in Afghan history. Providing idioms and organizations for both anti-state and anti-foreign mobilization, Islam has proven to be a vital socio-political
resource in modern Afghanistan. Even as it has been deployed as the national cement of a multi-ethnic 'Emirate' and then 'Islamic Republic,' Islam has been no
less a destabilizing force in dividing Afghan society. Yet despite the universal scholarly recognition of the centrality of Islam to Afghan history, its
developmental trajectories have received relatively little sustained attention outside monographs and essays devoted to particular moments or movements. To
help develop a more comprehensive, comparative and developmental picture of Afghanistan's Islam from the eighth century to the present, this edited volume
brings together specialists on different periods, regions and languages. Each chapter forms a case study 'snapshot' of the Islamic beliefs, practices, institutions
and authorities of a particular time and place in Afghanistan"--Provided by publishe
Generating Generosity in Catholicism and Islam Jul 26 2022 Using an innovative methodological approach combining field experiments, case studies, and
statistical analyzes, this book explores how the religious beliefs and institutions of Catholics and Muslims prompt them to be generous with their time and
resources. Drawing upon research involving more than 1,000 Catholics and Muslims in France, Ireland, Italy, and Turkey, the authors examine Catholicism and
Islam in majority and minority contexts, discerning the specific factors that lead adherents to help others and contribute to social welfare projects. Based on
theories from political science, economics, religious studies and social psychology, this approach uncovers the causal connections between religious community
dynamics, religious beliefs and institutions, and socio-political contexts in promoting or hindering the generosity of Muslims and Catholics. The study also
provides insight into what different religious beliefs mean to Muslims and Catholics, and how they understand those concepts.
Islamic Religious Education in Europe Nov 25 2019 Against the backdrop of labour migration and the ongoing refugee crisis, the ways in which Islam is
taught and engaged with in educational settings has become a major topic of contention in Europe. Recognising the need for academic engagement around the
challenges and benefits of effective Islamic Religious Education (IRE), this volume offers a comparative study of curricula, teaching materials, and teacher
education in fourteen European countries, and in doing so, explores local, national, and international complexities of contemporary IRE. Considering the ways
in which Islam is taught and represented in state schools, public Islamic schools, and non-confessional classes, Part One of this volume includes chapters which
survey the varying degrees to which fourteen European States have adopted IRE into curricula, and considers the impacts of varied teaching models on Muslim
populations. Moving beyond individual countries’ approaches to IRE, chapters in Part Two offer multi-disciplinary perspectives – from the hermeneuticalcritical to the postcolonial – to address challenges posed by religious teachings on issues such as feminism, human rights, and citizenship, and the ways these are
approached in European settings. Given its multi-faceted approach, this book will be an indispensable resource for postgraduate students, scholars, stakeholders
and policymakers working at the intersections of religion, education and policy on religious education.
Die unbekannte Seite des Islam Oct 17 2021
Islam: The Basics Sep 16 2021 Now in its second edition, Islam: The Basics provides an introduction to the Islamic faith, examining the doctrines of the
religion, the practises of Muslims and the history and significance of Islam in modern contexts. Key topics covered include:the Qur'an and its teachings the life
of the Prophet Muhammad gender, women and Islam Sufism and Shi'ism Islam and the western world non-Muslim approaches to Islam.With updated further
reading, illustrative maps and an expanded chronology of turning points in the Islami.
The Oxford Handbook of European Islam Aug 15 2021 For centuries, Muslim countries and Europe have engaged one another through theological dialogues,
diplomatic missions, political rivalries, and power struggles. In the last thirty years, due in large part to globalization and migration from Islamic countries to the
West, what was previously an engagement across national and cultural boundaries has increasingly become an internalized encounter within Europe itself.
Questions of the Hijab in schools, freedom of expression in the wake of the Danish Cartoon crisis, and the role of Shari'a have come to the forefront of
contemporary European discourse. The Oxford Handbook of European Islam is the first collection to present a comprehensive approach to the multiple and
changing ways Islam has been studied across European countries. Parts one to three address the state of knowledge of Islam and Muslims within a selection of
European countries, while presenting a critical view of the most up-to-date data specific to each country. These chapters analyze the immigration cycles and
policies related to the presence of Muslims, tackling issues such as discrimination, post-colonial identity, adaptation, and assimilation. The thematic chapters, in
parts four and five, examine secularism, radicalization, Shari'a, Hijab, and Islamophobia with the goal of synthesizing different national discussion into a more
comparative theoretical framework. The Handbook attempts to balance cutting edge assessment with the knowledge that the content itself will eventually be
superseded by events. Featuring eighteen newly-commissioned essays by noted scholars in the field, this volume will provide an excellent resource for students
and scholars interested in European Studies, immigration, Islamic studies, and the sociology of religion.
Interpreting Islam Dec 07 2020 Islam is one of the most misunderstood concepts in the West. Myths and stereotypes surround it. This clear and penetrating
volume helps readers to make sense of Islam. It offers a penetrating guide to the diversity and richness of contemporary knowledge about Islam and Muslim
society. Throughout, the emphasis is upon the value of pluralistic approaches to Islam, rather than condensing complexity with unifying concepts such as
`Orientalism'. Interdisciplinary in scope and organization, the book cuts through the bewildering and seemingly anarchic diversity of contemporary knowledge
about Islam and Muslim society. The methodological difficulties and advantages of Western researchers focusing on Islam are fully documented. The book
demonstrates how gender, age, status and `insider' / `outsider' status impacts upon research and inflects research findings.
Schutz und Andacht im Islam (14.-19. Jh.) Nov 18 2021

Redefining the Muslim Community Jul 02 2020 Writing in the cosmopolitan metropolis of Baghdad, Alfarabi (870-950) is unique in the history of premodern
political philosophy for his extensive discussion of the nation, or Umma in Arabic. The term Umma may be traced back to the Qur'?n and signifies, then and
now, both the Islamic religious community as a whole and the various ethnic nations of which that community is composed, such as the Turks, Persians, and
Arabs. Examining Alfarabi's political writings as well as parts of his logical commentaries, his book on music, and other treatises, Alexander Orwin contends
that the connections and tensions between ethnic and religious Ummas explored by Alfarabi in his time persist today in the ongoing political and cultural
disputes among the various nationalities within Islam. According to Orwin, Alfarabi strove to recast the Islamic Umma as a community in both a religious and
cultural sense, encompassing art and poetry as well as law and piety. By proposing to acknowledge and accommodate diverse Ummas rather than ignoring or
suppressing them, Alfarabi anticipated the contemporary concept of "Islamic civilization," which emphasizes culture at least as much as religion. Enlisting
language experts, jurists, theologians, artists, and rulers in his philosophic enterprise, Alfarabi argued for a new Umma that would be less rigid and more
creative than the Muslim community as it has often been understood, and therefore less inclined to force disparate ethnic and religious communities into a single
mold. Redefining the Muslim Community demonstrates how Alfarabi's judicious combination of cultural pluralism, religious flexibility, and political prudence
could provide a blueprint for reducing communal strife in a region that continues to be plagued by it today.
An Introduction to Islam Apr 30 2020 An Introduction to Islam, Fourth Edition, provides students with a thorough, unified and topical introduction to the
global religious community of Islam. In addition, the author's extensive field work, experience, and scholarship combined with his engaging writing style and
passion for the subject also sets his text apart. An Introduction to Islam places Islam within a cultural, political, social, and religious context, and examines its
connections with Judeo-Christian morals. Its integration of the doctrinal and devotional elements of Islam enables readers to see how Muslims think and live,
engendering understanding and breaking down stereotypes. This text also reviews pre-Islamic history, so readers can see how Islam developed historically.
Islam and Science, Medicine, and Technology Apr 11 2021 Introduces islamic innovations ranging from the astrolabe to the scientific method.
Freedom of Speech and Islam May 12 2021 Freedom of speech and expression is considered in the West a high public good and an important social value,
underpinned by legislative and ethical norms. Its importance is not shared to the same extent by conservative and devout Muslims, who read Islamic doctrines in
ways seemingly incompatible with Western notions of freedom of speech. Since the Salman Rushdie affair in the 1980s there has been growing recognition in
the West that its cherished value of free speech and associated freedoms relating to arts, the press and media, literature, academia, critical satire etc. episodically
clash with conservative Islamic values that limit this freedom for the sake of holding religious issues sacrosanct. Recent controversies - such as the Danish
cartoons, the Charlie Hebdo affair, Quran burnings, and the internet film ‘The Innocence of Muslims’ which have stirred violent reactions in the Muslim world have made the West aware of the fact that Muslims’ religious sensitivities have to be taken into account in exercising traditional Western freedoms of speech.
Featuring experts across a spectrum of fields within Islamic studies, Freedom of Speech and Islam considers Islamic concepts of blasphemy, apostasy and
heresy and their applicability in the modern world.
Säkularisierung und Islam. Über die Einführung des Buchdrucks als Indikator für die Säkularisierung des Osmanischen Reiches im 18. und 19. Jahrhundert
Mar 22 2022 Essay aus dem Jahr 2010 im Fachbereich Geschichte Europa - and. Länder - Neuzeit, Absolutismus, Industrialisierung, Note: 1,0, Universität
Leipzig (Simon Dubnow Institut), Veranstaltung: Geschichte der Juden in der Neuzeit, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: Die Transformation von einer
skriptographischen in eine typographische Kultur ist durch die damit verbundene Veröffentlichung und Egalisierung des Wissens ein maßgeblicher Indikator für
die Säkularisierung einer Gesellschaft. In Europa wurde diese Wende mit der Innovation des Buchdrucks durch Gutenberg eingeleitet, fand in der Reformation
und der Renaissance ihren Ausdruck, in der Aufklärung ihren Höhepunkt. Buchdruck, Reformation und schließlich Säkularisierung bildeten dabei ein
europäisches, die zivilisatorische Entwicklung beschleunigendes Phänomen, das als ein einzigartiges Geflecht sich gegenseitig bedingender sozialer, politischer
und theologischer Faktoren nicht bedingungslos auf die islamische Welt zu übertragen ist. Die Frage, in wie weit oder wie wenig die verspätete Einführung des
Buchdrucks in der islamischen Welt eine Säkularisierung der osmanischen Gesellschaft und des Staates forcierte beziehungsweise verzögerte, soll im Folgenden
Mittelpunkt der Ausführungen sein. Es würde sich bei der Untersuchung dieser Frage als Fehler erweisen, alle Muslime unter der anthropomorphen Kategorie
des Islam zu subsummieren. Die soziale und kulturelle Heterogenität des Islam findet nicht nur regional ihren Unterschied, sondern sollte ebenso, wie es
selbstverständlich dem Christentum wiederfährt, religionsbezogen differenziert werden. Demgemäß wird bei der weiteren Betrachtung das Osmanische Reich
im Fokus stehen, da zum einen dort mit Kairo und Istanbul die Zentren des frühen muslimischen Buchdrucks lagen und zum Anderen war das Osmanische
Reich die hegemoniale Macht im Orient. Nur gelegentlich werden Vergleiche zu anderen islamischen Regionen, wie Iran oder zum von der osmanischen
Herrschaft relativ losgelösten Ägypten gezogen werden.
Der Islam im Mittelalter Jun 13 2021
Islam In 3rd Millennium! Jun 20 2019 ISLAM IN 3RD MILLENNIUM! By Establishing Islamic Consultative Council of Islam World ... / SPREADING
ISLAM AND THE HOLY QUR'AN (Understanding the truth, the meaning and the concept of God, the Holy Qur'an and Islam!) By: Dariush Ghasemian
Dastjerdi ... In today’s world where the growth of understanding and awareness of humans stands on a more desirable level due to the development of
knowledge and science, it is necessary that the believers (deist) and humanitarians review continually their findings and have a new attitude toward them lest
due to the lack of adequate knowledge or the influence of ignorance and superstition, a history has been away from the truth of its world! So the Qur'anic studies
with an attitude free of ignorance, prejudice and superstition creates the hope in a way that first of all we could understand the truth in a more logical and more
pure way and secondly with this understanding, we would be able to cleanse the penetration of the ignorant off the human world’s belongings.
Islam and Higher Education Feb 09 2021 "This book explores the different concepts of "a university" and the way they shape practice in Muslim contexts, with
a particular focus on the Islamic republic of Pakistan. Higher education in Muslim contexts is often criticised for being incapable either of contributing to the
socio-cultural and civilisational developments of society or of doing research and producing knowledge of a high standard. While the international organisations
accuse universities of not helping the societies to become knowledgebased and to compete at the global level, some Muslim scholars call for the creation of
"authentic Islamic" educational structures that would, as they think, solve the problems of higher education. In addition, since 9/11 some have been accusing
Islam and its institutions, especially madrasas of being terrorist establishments. Yet, these criticisms fail to consider the diverse historical evolutions of social
institutions, including those of higher education, and the way political, ideological and economic contexts have an impact on them. These claims and
generalisations are often made without sufficient evidence from the grass root level or conducting in-depth qualitative or historical research on the subject."-Publisher's description.
Die Geschichte von Gott Sep 28 2022
Mohammed the Prophet of Islam Mar 30 2020
Islam Jun 25 2022 - Maps- Time line- Glossary- Sources of further information- Index
Türken, Mohren und Tataren Jan 08 2021 Sind Muslime, ist der Islam Teil der deutschen Identität? Diese Frage bewegte in den letzten Jahren die Gemüter.
Das vorliegende Buch nähert sich erstmals kulturwissenschaftlich und interdisziplinär dem Thema muslimischer (Zwangs-)Migranten, kultureller Translationen
und gesellschaftlicher Transformationen in Brandenburg-Preußen im ausgehenden 17. sowie im 18. Jahrhundert. Es belegt damit die weitaus längere und
zumeist unbekannte Tradition von Muslimen, ihren Kulturen und dem Islam in dieser Region. War die Mehrzahl der häufig zwangsgetauften „Türken, Mohren
und Tataren“ anfangs noch exotische Kriegsbeute, wurden parallel muslimische (Lebens-)Welten in Turquerien kulturell und ästhetisch umgedeutet. Rein
pragmatischen Beweggründen folgte dagegen die Tradition muslimischer Soldaten in den brandenburgisch-preußischen Armeen, waren es nun Muslime bei den
„Langen Kerls“ in Potsdam oder den „Bosniaken“ und ihrem „Tatarenpulk“ in Ostpreußen.
Taming Cannabis Jul 14 2021 Despite having the highest rates of cannabis use in the continent, France enforces the most repressive laws against the drug in all
of Europe. Perhaps surprisingly, France was once the epicentre of a global movement to medicalize cannabis, specifically hashish, in the treatment of disease. In
Taming Cannabis David Guba examines how nineteenth-century French authorities routinely blamed hashish consumption, especially among Muslim North
Africans, for behaviour deemed violent and threatening to the social order. This association of hashish with violence became the primary impetus for French
pharmacists and physicians to tame the drug and deploy it in the homeopathic treatment of mental illness and epidemic disease during the 1830s and 1840s.
Initially heralded as a wonder drug capable of curing insanity, cholera, and the plague, hashish was deemed ineffective against these diseases and fell out of
repute by the middle 1850s. The association between hashish and Muslim violence, however, remained and became codified in French colonial medicine and
law by the 1860s: authorities framed hashish as a significant cause of mental illness, violence, and anti-state resistance among indigenous Algerians. As the

French government looks to reform the nation's drug laws to address the rise in drug-related incarceration and the growing popular demand for cannabis
legalization, Taming Cannabis provides a timely and fascinating exploration of the largely untold and living history of cannabis in colonial France.
Die Geheimnisse der oberen und der unteren Welt: Magie im Islam zwischen Glaube und Wissenschaft Apr 23 2022 Die Geheimnisse der oberen und der
unteren Welt (The Secrets of the Upper and the Lower World) offers fascinating new insights into magic as a cultural feature of the Islamic world focusing on
historical developments, key figures, and modern-day practices.
Islam Aug 23 2019 Discusses the origins, evolution, teachings, and celebrations of Islam.
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